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9a/b GEE – West Germany 1961 – 89 

 

Suggested solutions:  
 

 

1) Take notes on tasks 1), 2) and 4) (p. 111)  
 Reasons for unrest:  
- because parts of the younger, academically educated generation were convinced 

that the Bundestag lacked an effective intra-parliamentary counterforce, the actors 
in the movement called for an extra-parliamentary opposition, what was called the 
APO 

- In particular, they wanted to prevent the passage of the emergency laws because 
they feared that these laws would constitute the return to an authoritarian state 
 
Lifestyles of young people:   

- search for freedom  
- wish to distance themselves from old authoritarian elites (through looks and 

behaviour) – rock n’ roll lifestyle, punk (rock), long hair …  
- pacifist believes  

 
reasons for the protest of younger generation:  

- almost everything in politics and society was called into question: parliaments and 
parties, justice and police, churches and unions, banks and corporations 

- almost always it was about the rejection of authority 
- the reason was a crisis of confidence that was rooted in the National Socialist past, 

which had never been come to terms with 
 

2) Your opinion: Now that you know about the student protests of the 1960s and 70s write 
about your generation.  

Individual answers:  

- e.g. climate change, social inequality, Article 13 of the EU's copyright directive, 
gender justice, feminism …  



LSG-9abc – Erdkunde bilingual – VN-6  
 

The European Car Industry Moves East 
 
1. Describe the development of the global car production (M1, text). 
 

 
 
 
2. Explain the changes concerning the location of the European car industry (M1, M2, text) 
 

 
 
 
3. What are positive and negative consequences for the different regions? Make a list.  
 
Traditional locations in Western Europe      
 

- Loss of jobs          
- Relocation of suppliers 
- Lower tax revenues 
- Lower purchasing power 

(people have less money to buy products) 
- Higher unemployment rate 

 
 
New locations in Eastern Europe 
 

- creation of jobs in the car industry but also in the service sector (e.g. logistics / security / catering) 
- settlement of suppliers 
- improvements in infrastructure 
- higher tax revenues 
- higher purchasing power 






